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Anderson Lake on the eastern edge of my 
community is failing.  I state this from the 
perspective of a citizen of Saltcoats whose family, 
for many years, has enjoyed the lake, its shoreline, 
the park amenities and adjoining marsh and upland 
areas. It has been a welcome (appreciated by many) 
habitat for numerous organisms. It is a treasured 
locale that has invited swimming, floating and 
searching (mostly common Garter Snakes, 
amphibians, birds and invertebrates).  Sadly, I no 
longer observe neighbours or visitors experiencing 
the lake by being in the water.  Regrettably, I am no 
longer able to observe creatures that frequent 
shallow areas. My yard, bordering the lake, no 
longer hosts most of the bird species that used to 
find abundant food in the water and along the 
shoreline – these species seem to have selected 
other (healthier or more productive?) haunts.  I recall 
the water of Anderson Lake having been relatively 
clear throughout the Spring, Summer and Fall. The 
lake water is not what it used to be.   

It appears to be a cloudy, green, somewhat 
viscous, liquid. Perhaps turbid is an appropriate 
descriptive word to apply to the quality of the water 
of Anderson Lake.  

I suspect that animals such as mammals and birds 
(those depending upon fish, amphibians and/or 
aquatic invertebrates) are discovering a habitat, 
formerly a place to obtain abundant nutrition, that 
currently offers vastly reduced sustenance. I state 
this because throughout this Covid-19 watching 
period I observe reduced numbers of pelicans, 
cormorants, Spotted Sandpipers, Common Loons, 
Black-crowned Night Herons, Great Blue Herons, 
American Bitterns, Sora Rails and Kingfishers.  
Some species of ducks, particularly Redheads, 
Canvasbacks and Scaups (gathered on Anderson 
Lake taking Scuds and Diving Beetles) were not 
noted on/ the lake this fall. At the time of writing, 
September 28, I have observed mostly teals. 
Mallards appear to prefer the marsh on the western 
edge of Saltcoats to the green, turbid water of 
Anderson Lake. 
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The physician gathers facts (data) with the 
assistance of other professionals (likely working in 
a medical lab). The physician will examine data 
and aided by good science and his/her expertise, 
prescribe. A prescription may take the form of 
recommended actions and/oror recommended 
substances.   

Photo:  YFBTA member Morley Maier 

I note a reduction in numbers of Wood Frogs and 
Salamanders.  I have not observed minnows 
although I am only able to peer into the water to a 
depth of a knuckle (minnows may still thrive in the 
lake in 2020).  I note a reduction in numbers of 
dragonfly and Caddis Fly larvae and later in the 
seasons a reduction in numbers of adult 
dragonflies. A browse through the Saltcoats 
history book, Roots and Branches, yields snippets 
of evidence revealing enjoyment and pleasure 
provided to earlier generations who had been 
enticed into the lake’s waters and onto parts of its 
shoreline.  The lake and its environs have been a 
valuable habitat and rest stop helping to sustain 
migrating mammals, reptiles, amphibians and 
birds.  Anderson Lake water seems to have 
become unattractive to humans and to a number 
of other  organisms. 
 
In 2019  the Government of Saskatchewan 
released a document, “Prairie Resilience:  A 
Made-in-Saskatchewan Climate Change 
Strategy”.  The document implies welcome 
action?s to encourage resilience.  Resilient is 
defined as a quality of “a body that is capable of 
resuming its position after being subjected to 
stress” The dictionary entry also states, “capable 
of ecovering rapidly”. 

I believe Anderson Lake to be a deserving 
candidate for management actions aimed at 
encouraging remediation of water quality. The 
front page of the document states, “Critical to 
resilience strategy is identifying efforts that can be 
undertaken within specific areas of focus”.  The 
Government of Saskatchewan has written what 
needs to be stated  -  we can take action.  As a 
citizen who believes in  “community”, I ask to be 
included in initiatives that will assist the lake to 
heal.  I allude to issues such as turbidity of the 
water and to scientific examination of the health of 
aquatic invertebrate populations. 

I propose that Anderson Lake may be 
successfully treated - a patient (assisted by  
professionals, a will and resilient capabilities) 
expected to recover. Continuing this analogy, a 
patient exhibiting symptoms “presents” to a 
professional, likely a physician, who arranges a 
meeting.  

The physician will council action and, most 
importantly, the patient is likely to act.  In the case of 
Anderson Lake the patient is likely to respond 
positively. 
 
Some local land owners are ahead of a curve and I 
commend them. Actions, similar to Citizen Science 
actions, that assist resiliency are in effect. These 
actions are voluntary, unassisted and sometimes 
unrecognized.  They have been taken (perhaps for 
many years) by landowners along the various 
low-lying areas that ultimately feed into Anderson 
Lake.  These actions result in permitting shallow 
water bodies to persist on private land.  These 
actions permit buffer zones of vegetation to remain 
along riparian areas. Some of these pathways carry 
water infrequently but the buffering capabilities are 
sustained (Ever- diminishing but sustained 
habitat along water paths provides a secondary 
benefit to diverse organisms — travel corridors.). I 
optimistically anticipate action/s, building upon 
current practices, to encourage the resilience of 
Anderson Lake’s water. I anticipate that this lake 
can and will, recover.  
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 Searching for a Church 
YFBTA member Arden Bradford  

Red-headed Woodpecker  
Bradford Farm 23/07/2020  

On one of our cross - country drives Donna and I 
discovered a beautifully well cared for church and 
cemetery just off a grid road between Ituna and 
Foam Lake Sask. We made a decision to take our 
good friends Ron and Gerri on a road tour with the 
church as our ultimate destination. 
 
Now you should know that a road tour does not go 
in a series of straight lines ending at our 
destination in the shortest possible time. A road tour 
is not bound by such restrictions as time and 
distance. A proper road tour is guided by why not, 
by whimsy, by the feeling that this road looks good 
and the knowledge that a series of right or left hand 
turns will take you back to your starting point. 
 
It should be noted that a tour is not deterred by poor 
road conditions but the good common sense of the 
driver who has been stuck many, many times and 
has a firm and never ending confidence in his 
driving abilities. Of course the driver may take some 
sadistic pleasure in the audible sucking in of breath 
and noticeable tightening of various muscles as the 
car charges down the perceived road. 
 
And so early Saturday morning, we set off to find a 
church (Saturday is good road tour day as help 
might be easier to find ). The church is north and 
west of our starting point but we headed west and 
then north on the Bluebird Trail.  

Photo:  YFBTA members Donna and Arden Bradford 

No bluebirds to be seen that morning but we did see 
Tree Swallows making use of the bluebird boxes. At 
Buchanen we turned left on highway 5 and drove to the 
310 at  
Kuroki, we turned left and headed south to Foam Lake. 
The 310 goes along Fishing Lake for a short distance 
and then farm country. Very wet farm country, with water 
lying in the fields and ruts left by sprayer tires in the wet 
ground. 
 
The 310 to Foam Lake goes past the Foam Lake 
Heritage Marsh and when we came to a road going in to 
the marsh we turned and found the road to be good to 
travel and stopped at Johnson Bird viewing site. A good 
spot to view the marsh and the birds on the water. The 
grass is cut and there is a raised viewing platform, hiking 
trails and a port -a- potty with a chain around its middle 
ensuring that we stay healthy. Problems are solved in the 
company of friends and the absence of strangers. 
 
We drove out and continued on the 310 to Foam Lake 
and we came to and turned onto another road going in to 
the marsh. This one took us into another platform 
viewing site. This road turns into a two rut trail that goes 
far into the Marsh. We saw a Golden Eagle. We had to 
deploy the backseat drivers to chase the Killdeer chicks 
onto the shoulder of the road. We came to an old school 
house as a point of interest. Further on we came to water 
control structure and here we found a classroom of 
Eared Grebes ( 25 of all ages), four Greater yellow-legs 
and Coots by the bushel. We continued on a poor road 
that did not improve with distance and had the good 
fortune to find the Bobolink we had all hoped to find. 
Finally we had to turn and go back, very happy with the 
country and resolved to go back during the fall migration. 
 
Once again we were on the 310 driving to Foam Lake 
where we had a picnic lunch at the campground, nicely 
kept up with shade trees although we had to drive across 
the golf driving range to the campground (Not in use at 
that time). Now the time had come to search for that 
church. We turned on the grid road going South and with 
the navigators good advice we found four or five 
churchyards but never the right one. The folks who keep 
the churchyards between Foam Lake and Ituna in such 
good order deserve our compliments and respect for the 
job they do. 
 
Well we turned on to the Yellowhead and headed home, 
stopped in Yorkton for ice cream as you should at the 
end of a good day and then drove home. This was a road 
tour; we left at 7:30 returned at 3:00. We saw country we 
never expected to see, learned some history, took some 
great pictures and enjoyed the company of good friends. 
We will find that church one of these days.  
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 Canora Ospreys;  2020 Update 
YFBTA members Oney Pollock and Thom Carnahan 

Photo:  YFBTA member Morley Maier  

 
The nest is located on top of a utility pole safely 
enclosed on the property of the Canora Water 
Treatment Plant. This town property is surrounded by a 
chain link fence.  
 
To drive there from the South, proceed North on 
Highway Nine in Canora, cross the railway track, 
watching both ways for trains, and take the first right 
turn East onto White Sand Drive. You will now be on a 
good gravel road. Continue for exactly four kilometres 
to the unsigned water treatment plant on the right.   

While on self-isolation from Covid-19, on Thursday 
April 9, 2020 Oney and Thom went for a ride and 
paid a first visit to the Osprey nest on the bank of 
the Whitesand River east of Canora.   No Osprey 
was seen but a mature Bald Eagle was in a nearby 
tree, possibly interested in fishing since the river 
was beginning to open.  We appropriately kept more 
than two metres from the Great Bird.  We also saw 
several Turkey Vultures flying around the area. The 
fishing season for the resident Walleye and Jack 
Fish in the Whitesand River had not yet officially re-
opened either. 
   
The Osprey is AKA a fish hawk because it is a hawk 
that eats mainly fish.  Like the loon, it is considered 
to be an indicator species in that if there are few fish 
and/or the environment is not adequate, they will 
not stay. 
 
The Western Osprey, Pandion haliaetus, is a 
fish-eating bird of prey with a wide range.  It is a 
large raptor, reaching more than 60 cm in length 
and 180 cm across the wings - a bit smaller than an 
eagle.  It is brown on the upper parts and 
predominantly greyish on the head and under parts. 
The osprey tolerates a wide variety of habitats, 
nesting in any location near a body of water 
providing an adequate food supply. It is found on all 
continents except Antarctica, although in South 
America it occurs only as a non-breeding migrant. 

 
On April 26, we saw two small heads in the nest!  
The parents’ names are George and Susan; we 
don’t know the names given to the two offspring. 
 
We visited the nest site at least weekly throughout 
the summer. We often saw two little heads; and, 
always one adult on the nest, watching over them.  
On one visit we witnessed a parent bringing, in its 
talons, a streamlined, head first, two pound, seven 
ounce jack fish which it deposited into the nest.  
 
August 20, we noted a chick had  fledged. A second 
one fledged  Monday, August 24.  August 23 we 
saw all four at the same time. August 25 we saw 
two birds on the nest.  August 29 we saw one 
Osprey on a nearby tree.  

There is a minor dirt road just beyond the plant. Turn 
right and you can get your vehicle within one 
hundred feet from the nest. This is a great location 
for photographers if they have telephoto capabilities.   
The Ospreys are very accustomed to people and will 
cooperate for picture taking, complete with an avian 
version of “pose and beak-smile” lucky chance. 
 
We visited most days after fledging and would often 
see one or two birds on or near their nest. 
September 6 was the last date we have seen our 
Canora Ospreys.  A disconcerting issue is that at the 
spots along the river you can see the rocky river 
bottom. The weir below the nest no longer flows. 
Rocks project downstream presumably due to 
infrequent rainfall this past Spring and Fall and due 
to a deficit of snow in the past few years.    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piscivore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird_of_prey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Habitat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird_migration
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Photo:  YFBTA member Rob Wilson 

Every year Rob Lavender carves a bird to donate to 
the annual YFBTA raffle. This year, his bird of 
choice was a Snowy Owl. “I like owls,” Rob 
explained. “No matter where you stand, you feel that 
those big piercing eyes are looking at you. I like 
Snowy Owls in particular because they’re not really 
white. Their feathers include various shades of pink 
and grey. It makes the painting a challenge.”  “This 
carving,” he continued, “would be the size of a small 
male. Although the bird seems large, the female of 
the species would be even larger.” 
 
Rob and his wife, Sheila, travel the grid roads of 
Saskatchewan on their birding expeditions, often on 
the lookout for owls. One day, they came across a 
Barn Owl at an abandoned farm site. And of course, 
out came the camera. “I work from photographs,” 
Rob said. “The only problem – it’s difficult to find a 
picture of the butt end of the bird.” People aren’t 
very interested in that part of the bird’s anatomy but 
for the carver, it’s an essential part of the body 
structure of the species. 
 
The Snowy Owl is probably one of the largest 
carvings Lavender has contributed to the YFBTA. 
His other pieces of art have included a Yellow-
headed Blackbird, a Pileated Woodpecker, an 
American Robin and a Mountain Bluebird. “I don’t 
know what bird I’ll make for next year,” Rob said. “I 
try and choose a species people will recognize. That 
way, they are more likely to buy the tickets”. 
 
Rob comes from a family where four generations 
have practiced the art of carving. “This is a gift from 
my two young grandsons.” Rob beamed with the 
pride only a grandfather can know. The carving he 
showed to me depicted a parent bird with its little 
one. “I began my interest in carving in 1986 when I 
went to a craft show in Barrie. My immediate 
thought – gee, I’d love to that.” And then luck 
stepped in. 
 
“Sheila was working as a volunteer with a woman 
whose husband just happened to be a carver. He 
became my mentor and I became a member of the 
carving group. I completed my first bird, put it in a 
brown paper bag and went off to the meeting. When 
I came home that night, Sheila asked me what the 
others had thought.   

I had to admit I hadn’t taken my bird from the paper 
bag. It wasn’t nearly good enough.” 
 
Over the 33 years since, Rob has taught himself the 
intricacies of carving and painting and even the skills 
needed to grind brass to depict the talons of birds of 
prey. He gives classes across Canada and the 
United States. 
 
And…every year Rob Lavender donates his work to 
the YFBTA. Every year our organization benefits 
from his creativity and skill. We are indeed fortunate. 

YFBTA 2020 RAFFLE—And the winners are: 
 
Sharon Curson,Yorkton;  Olga Brygider painting 
 
Jean Payne, Springside;  Morley Maier birdhouse 
 
Jeannette Dawes, Saltcoats;  Bob Lavender carving 

YFBTA Member, Bob Lavender, Contributer                              
YFBTA member, Kathy Morrell   
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Photo :  YFBTA member Doug Welykholowa 

Nesting commenced the second week of May.  The 
first young were spotted on Madge Lake on June 20. 
Adult Common Loons maintained about the same 
numbers as in previous years, with 26 pair 
maintaining their territories throughout the season, 
and approximately 20 unpaired young adults 
occupying the lake throughout. A total of 12 chicks/
juveniles were spotted over the summer, and 10 
survived until September. The last count on 17 
September had 24 adults and 22 juveniles. We 
believe 12 of these juveniles came from 
neighbouring lakes, although there is a good 
possibility that a couple of these were raised on 
Madge. 
 
As noted in previous reports, we are spotting fewer 
chicks in the open during the majority of the season. 
This year, we spotted 7 chicks shortly after they 
hatched, but two of these didn’t survive the season, 
and another wasn’t spotted again until September. 
In Mid September we spotted an additional 5 
juveniles that we are confident were hatched on the 
lake, but were hidden from us throughout the 
summer. This is based on observations of nesting 
and protective behaviour in those territories, as well 
as spotting Juveniles in September in their nascent 
territory either by themselves or accompanied by 
one or two adults. We are unsure as to why many 
adults are keeping their young hidden and away 
from open water during the majority of the summer. 
With an apparent increase over the years of larger 
wake boats and personal watercraft on the lake, 
perhaps the loons are getting defensive, but that is 
only speculation at this point. 
 
Comparing data over the last 10 years (see 
website), the adult loon population has been very 
stable. The year-to-year variation is likely due to 
inaccuracies in counting the unpaired young adults. 
During the day, the large groups scatter—individuals 
or smaller groups, with some of the birds flying to 
adjacent lakes to feed. They tend to gather in larger 
groups in the evenings, but group size and location 
varies each evening.  

Adult and Juvenile 26 Aug. 2020 

Editor’s note: You will want to visit our YFBTA website 
where, within the loon tab, you will be able to find 
photographs, maps and annual count summaries re: 
Madge Lake.  

In addition to the loons, we spotted a number of 
different species of note on the lake this year. At least 3 
Pelicans remained for the summer. Groups of 6-10 
Cormorants were spotted in various locations, as were 
Bald Eagles, Ospreys and Blue Heron. One pair of Bald 
Eagles built a nest within 100 feet of one of the loon 
nests. The loon nest was initially occupied, but was 
abandoned before any eggs could hatch, although the 
adults remained in that territory. We speculate that the 
close proximity to the eagle nest disturbed the loons, 
although, if eggs were laid, they could have been 
predated.  
 
Thanks to everyone who accompanied me on my 
surveys (Nancy Welykholowa, Brian and MaryLou Deck, 
Sharon Korb and Kevin Streat) as well as the many indi-
viduals who called me regarding loons that they spotted 
over the summer. 

Common Loons Nesting on Madge Lake                                 
YFBTA members Doug Welykholowa and Bob Wynes 

Thank you Bob Wynes, who collaborated with me this 
year, and also Barb and Doug Elsasser, Shevon Wilson 
and Rob Wilson, who accompanied Bob on separate 
counts.  
 
A big thanks to the Park and its staff for the support they 
provide me every year. Note that this year the Park 
deployed “No Wake Zone” buoys in front of cottages and 
the Jubilee Boat Launch. The latter covers one of our 
nesting sites, while the Kamsack Beach/Midway buoys 
cover another. These will be monitored in the future to 
gauge any significant effects on these two sites. 
 
Doug Welykholowa Chairperson, YFBTA Loon 
Initiatives Committee 18 October 2020 

Congratulations to YFBTA member, Dr. Sarah Wood, 
on attainment of a PhD in Veterinary Pathology.  Her 
thesis topic was related to neonicotinoids and honey bees. 
Sarah is the daughter of Kenn and Nancy Wood of 
Ebenezer.  
YFBTA member, Gerri Knudsen 

Letter to the editor 
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Photo:  YFBTA member Gloria Rathgeber 

Young Writers’ Corner 

Editor’s Note: I have been unsuccessful in my 
search for a writer.  I invite a submission from any 
young writer. YFBTA strives to encourage 
awareness of nature. 

Clearwing Moth 

What’s Flying Around:  Newsletter Group 
Volunteers 
 
Editors:  Rob Wilson; Michelle Easton 
 
Distribution:  Monique Smith; Jim McCallum; Jace 
McCallum; Kalliegh McCallum  

Technical Consulting:  Jim Huziak; Michelle 
Easton; Shevon Wilson                                                                   

Interesting Sightings 
 
YFBTA member, Doug Welykholowa, and I went out 
and did the loon survey today-Sept 17.  We saw a 
pair of Trumpeter Swans with three cygnets on the 
north end of Madge Lake in Big Bay. Doug spoke to 
a kayaker who reported seeing swans with young 
mid-summer on a beaver pond north of the lake.  I 
have noted swans (calls and/or sightings) along the 
north end of the lake in each of the past three years. 
YFBTA member, Bob Wynes 
 
Oct. 03, I observed four swans, two adults and two 
cygnets, on Anderson Lake in Saltcoats.  I was 
unable to determine the “cheek” colours of the 
adults and cannot therefore state whether these 
were Trumpeter or Tundra swans.  The same day 
three Ruffed Grouse entered my yard to consume 
Black-oil Sunflower seeds and ripened 
Cranberries—YFBTA member, Rob Wilson. 

September 26, Monique and I had a great day selling 
raffle tickets at the Saltcoats Farmers’ Market - $230.00 -
so well worth our time. 
 
I contacted our 2020 Summer Program Facilitator.  It was 
great chatting with Talia – she is in her internship in a 
school in Regina.  The push is on to do learning outdoors 
due to Covid, so she is really impressing them with her 
lessons – they have pond dipped already plus other 
things.  She said the other teachers ask her constantly, 
“Where did you learn all these things?”. Talia said, “I 
thank YFBTA over and over”. She says hi to all and that 
she misses us. 

YFBTA Goes to University in Regina                                                  
YFBTA member Gerri Knudsen 

Have you received your YFBTA newsletters? 
 
2020 members should have received Issues1, 2 and 
3. If you have not received each of these issues, 
please contact YFBTA. Newsletters are a benefit of 
an annual YFBTA membership.  

Please consider supporting YFBTA’s ongoing 
initiatives by renewing your membership for 2021. 

Memberships can serve as Christmas gifts. A 
membership is a great way to engage an 
interested person in materials and/or activities aimed 
at increasing an awareness of nature.  Memberships 
are an important source of funding for our flagship 
program (The Summer Program Facilitator Initiative) 
specifically designed to connect youth to nature. 

The volunteer work of YFBTA is enhanced by your 
support. Your support of nature as a member-in-
good-standing creates a  LOUDER YFBTA voice .  

YFBTA salutes and congratulates member, Jim 
McCallum. Jim was recently presented with a 
Volunteer Recognition Award.  Jim is recognized for 
many years of  voluntary service to  his community.  
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Challenge:  Thirty by Thirty 
  YFBTA  member Michelle Easton 

YFBTA decided in November to offer its Summer 
Program in 2020. We decided to hire Talia to 
coordinate the program. We applied for grants and 
prepared to offer our usual program. However things 
became complicated. Covid -19 arrived.  
 
Talia assured us that we could offer an internet 
based program and the committee decided to 
proceed. As in 2019, Talia worked with a number of 
schools and teachers in the area during May and 
June. She used You Tube, Facebook, Gmail, 
Instagram (G-Suite) and Zoom meetings to engage 
students in activities geared to being involved in and 
learning about our environment. She interacted with 
150+ students. 
 
During July and August, Saskatchewan reopened 
and that allowed more in-person activities such as 
youth camps. She contacted many of her previous 
contacts such as Day Cares, Boys and Girls Club, 
Public Libraries, Seniors, and The Yorkton Family 
Resource Center where she offered three types of 
activities: in-person outdoor activities, Zoom 
meetings, and pre recorded videos. She interacted 
with over 200 people. 
 
Although we were unable to involve as many 
individuals as throughout previous years, we  
managed to offer a credible summer program. 
Unfortunately YFBTA was unable to complete much 
of our fundraising and grants were harder to come 
by. YFBTA had to use some of its reserves to 
complete the program. We owe a vote of thanks to 
Painted Hand Community Development Corporation, 
Yorkton Community Development Parks and 
Recreation , the Federal Student Works Program 
and Haas Nissan (for the use of a vehicle). Also a 
hearty thanks goes to all involved with our fund 
raising activities.  Thank you to members of the 
committee that supervised The Summer Student 
Program. 

 Enjoy the outdoors 30 mins a day for 30 days. 
Can you do it? 
 
Make it a competition between friends or family. 
Post on a shared social media or just send texts 
updating each other on your dose of nature. 
 
During the winter season spending time outside 
seems like a challenge on its own. Keep in mind 
there is no such thing as bad weather, just bad 
clothing choices and you will never have an 
excuse to not go out again. Think about layers and 
check out the weather before you go - one foot out 
the door is enough to “feel” what you need.  
 
It doesn’t need to be an action packed twenty mile 
hike over and through the valley. Sit and enjoy a 
“forest bath” or relax beside a winter fire-listen to 
the snow fall. Walking is always good. Find a 
covered trail and the wind will no longer be a 
problem. Yard work provides an easy task if you 
remember to stop and smell the roses too.  
 
Finding the time to enjoy nature is a great way to 
take care of your mental wellness. A deeper sense 
of mindfulness, gratitude, and connection can be 
found by keeping the following in mind when 
enjoying the outdoors. Be present (simple but 
powerful). Find a balance. Choose from a variety of 
nature activities (spice of life, right?). Find gratitude 
for the beauty that is in and around us.  

 

Update:  Summer Program Intitiative 
  YFBTA  President Martin Phillips 

mailto:yellowheadflywaybirding@gmail.com
mailto:yellowheadflywaybirding@gmail.com

